so much exercise, and have been more confined than when
I was at home. My nose is not more enflamed than when
you saw me.

Third are here at this time 36 students:
they are all in a perfect state of health, except one
who was taken with the rheumatism last night.

Cursing & swearing is carried on here with to
the greatest perfection; even, from the smallest to the largest,
they went out the oaths with greatest
They
have lately got a supply of books, & those are chiefly
Pagnis [Age of reason], they prefer it to all the books
that were ever wrote since the creation of the World; they
also say that he was sent into the World to set mankind
to liberty, but I would not have you to think that they are
all of this [opinion] but I think there are are a gto
majority of this cast. The house will not contain more
than three or four or more boys, except the trustees should
after